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The

Game



You’ve got 2 dice.  You get 1 roll.

Pick a number—any number from 2 through 12—
to serve as the target number you’ll try to hit when 
you toss the dice.

Write down that number.

Now make your throw and see what numbers 
randomly land on top.  Added together, does their 
total match the number you picked?

Probably not.  After all, you only got 1 guess 
and there are 36 different combinations that can 
occur...11 possible totals.  So the odds were stacked 
heavily against you.  Chances were 10 to 1 against 
your guessing right, correct?

Not quite. 

Actually, you can change the odds dramatically 
depending on the target number you pick.  There 
is only one way to roll a 2.  Snake eyes.  And only 
one way to throw a 12.  Boxcars.  But at the other 
extreme, there are 6 ways to roll a 7.

Some bets are a helluva lot better than others.

Merger integration works pretty much the same way.  
Make the right choices in how you play the game, 
and you dramatically change the odds of winning.
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INTRODUCTION

Lessons From 1,000 Deals is born out of the M&A battle scars I’ve 
seen during my 40+ years of consulting on mergers and acquisitions.  

I wrote the book to reduce the odds that you ever have to suffer 
those same wounds yourself.

erger integration is a hazardous zone.  Things happen fast.  There are 
so many moving parts.  It’s a high-risk environment where mistakes can 
damage your own career, or cause unnecessary problems and pain for many 

other people.

Now for the upside:  In the M&A game you can become a hero.  An MVP.  It’s a 
unique playing field where talent and high performance shine through.  Do things 
right, and you can really make a name for yourself.

MY TARGET AUDIENCE
I’m writing primarily to the people responsible for executing a successful integration.  
You might be the CEO, another key executive, or someone in the Integration 
Management Office.  Maybe you’re a specialist in change management, organization 
development, culture, or communications.  You might even sit on the board of 
directors—you’ve got skin in this game!

The book is not about dealmaking—e.g., finding acquisition targets, high-level 
financing, shrewd negotiating strategy, or legal angles and deal structures. 

x



My focus here is on the people side of integration…how to deal with the human 
aspects of mergers…the psychology of making deals work.

Why?  Because people are fundamental to successful integration.  While a merger or 
acquisition is always a financial proposition—that is, based on a financial logic—as 
soon as people find out that their company is in play, the deal becomes a human 
proposition.  “How people behave” muscles into the equation as the make-or-break 
factor.

M&A FORTUNE-TELLING
I tell clients, “Every merger/acquisition is alike.  And every deal is different.”  
There are certain dynamics and issues you typically should expect.  But you’ll also 
be confronted with a new set of problems and opportunities idiosyncratic to each 
new deal.

In a sense, I can tell your future.  That’s because I’m writing about patterns—
predictables—that lead to generic lessons or guidelines for managing the 
integration process.

If you know how to manage the predictables, you’re much better positioned to 
cope with the idiosyncracies.

THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
Far too many merger miseries are self-inflicted, the result of faulty decisions, 
misplaced priorities, and rookie management mistakes.

Lessons From 1,000 Deals positions you to profit from PRITCHETT’s four 
decades of consulting, coaching, training, speaking, and writing on the M&A 
integration process.   I’ve also included cameo appearances from several best-in-
class professionals whose work I greatly respect, giving you a glimpse into their 
points of view.

The book is written in a casual, conversational style that’s intended to provide 
quick insights and actionable coaching.  Follow these proven tips and you can 
avoid or minimize many integration headaches.

xi
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PART 1:

REALITY 
CHECK

— Jodi Picoult, Vanishing Acts
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How Good Are You
—Really—At Merger
Integration?

Before you answer that question, consider some statistics.

    • Some 90% of Americans rate their driving skills as  
 above average.

    • About the same percentage of people think they’re  
 more popular or more likely to succeed than the  
  average person.

    • In one study, 25 % of the respondents rated them- 
 selves in the top 1% in terms of leadership ability.

3



O

In his book, Everything Is Obvious (Once You Know the 
Answer), Duncan Watts writes, “The sad fact is that we’re 
actually much better at planning the flight path of an inter-
planetary rocket than we are at managing the economy, 
merging two corporations (my italics), or even predicting how 
many copies of a book will sell.”

He goes on to point out that rocket science seems hard, while 
problems having to do with people seem like they ought 
to be just a matter of common sense. Trouble is, merging 
people and cultures confronts us with a very different kind 
of complexity from everyday situations. As Watts explains, 
“Under these circumstances common sense turns out to suffer 
from a number of errors that systematically mislead us.”  

Bottom line: “The chances that you’re already correct in 
everything you believe are essentially zero.”

bviously, a lot of those people are seriously wrong.

The same level of misguided beliefs shows up 
when corporate executives rate their skills at merger 
integration. I’ve watched it for four decades now, and the 
pattern stays the same.

Lesson One

4



Executives should keep this in mind during merger integration. 
Common sense likes to say, “C’mon, it can’t be that difficult. 
We’re smart enough to pull this off.”  But studies prove that 
many acquirers are flawed in that belief. Why? Because 
they’re dealing with an unfamiliar and rather unforgiving 
complexity—merging two organizations is hugely different 
from “business as usual.”

Similar thinking errors also show up on the back end of deals. 
Executives often decide to critique their integration process 
at the end of year one, so they launch a post-merger review 
to evaluate their approach and identify “lessons learned.” 
This sounds very practical, open-minded, and objective.  But 
when they conduct the study themselves, subjectivity and 
“common sense” thinking sneak into the exercise and warp 
their conclusions. The result? Like in the statistics cited at the 
beginning of this lesson, these executives consistently persuade 
themselves that their integration skills are far above average . . 
. that they’re much more likely to succeed than most . . . and 
that their merger leadership abilities rank very high. 
 
As Duncan Watts would put it, “They’re systematically 
misleading themselves.”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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The Human Resource functions should wield major 
influence throughout the M&A process. And they 
can.

I’ll explain how, but first let’s look at the problem.

CFO Magazine provides a troubling perspective.  In an 
article titled “Debating HR’s Role in Deal-Making,” finance 
executives perceive Human Resources’ contribution in M&A 
scenarios to be quite limited. The percentages of financial 
executives saying HR contributed “to a great extent” in the 
following M&A scenarios are:

     •   Integration & change management..............39%

     •   Integration planning...................................32%

     •   Due diligence.............................................14%

     •   Target identification...................................6%

Position HR to
Carry More Clout
in M&A

7



Keep in mind, now, that Finance is always front 
and center in deal-making.  Their opinions count!

Think the folks in Finance are biased?  Ok, let’s 
look at HR’s role through a wider lens.

PRITCHETT’s recent nationwide M&A study involving an array 
of senior executives provides a very broad management viewpoint.  
The results of our research show that, when it comes to addressing 
cultural matters in mergers, HR’s sphere of influence is extremely 
small.  Only 6% of the 130+ companies surveyed put HR in charge 
of culture assessment/culture integration.  This is a troubling statistic, 
given that culture is commonly seen as the domain of HR.

So how can HR overcome the Rodney Daingerfield problem: “I 
don’t get no respect!”?

Preemptively prepare for M&A.  Anticipate.  Provide in-depth 
training for HR staff on the fundamentals of due diligence, 
merger integration strategy, how to reconcile culture 
differences, etc.  Ensure that the HR team is sophisticated on 
merger dynamics and positioned to serve as a merger-savvy 
resource to people in other functions.

Rethink HR’s conventional wisdom on how success should 
be measured.  HR is the traditional guardian of workforce 
issues such as morale, trust, job satisfaction, stress levels, and 
employee loyalty.  But those metrics will take wicked turns for 
the worse during a merger. You can get lost struggling to keep 
high scores on those factors.

•

•

8
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Success during integration is better measured by focusing on 
productivity, quality, market share, customer satisfaction, and—
above all—profitability.  This is highly counter-intuitive for HR 
people, but these are the critical markers during the integration 
process.

Be commercial-minded.  Remember that mergers and acquisitions 
are always based on a financial logic.  Align with that mindset 
and monetize your thinking.  Support HR’s opinions, problem 
solving, and recommendations with sound financial reasoning 
and hard numbers rather than “soft,” people-oriented appeals.

These three things are guaranteed to give HR a better seat at the 
table.

•

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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This yin-yang symbol represents the 
ancient Chinese understanding of how 
things work.  In the context of merger 

integration, think of the white area (yang) as 
project management and the black area (yin) as 
people management.

So which do you think is more important to 
integration success?

The Yin and 
Yang of Merger 
Integration

11



Project Management (Yang) People Management (Yin)

Deals with the “mechanics” of
the integration

Deals with the “personality” of
the integration

Focus is on structure, order 
and control—e.g., planning, 
accountabilities, organization charts, 
integration velocity, timelines, flow 
charts, process, etc.

Focus is on the psychological, social, 
political, and cultural issues in play 
that represent critical risk factors

Involves administrative, operational, 
and technical matters

Involves the human side of 
organizational change

Concerned with the physical aspects 
of consolidating two organizations—
e.g., technology, facilities, accounts, 
products, systems, equipment, etc.

Concerned with the intangibles, 
emotions, and atmospherics involved 
in consolidating two organizations—
e.g., personal and cultural matters 
such as egos, ambitions, expectations, 
roles, power, status, values, beliefs, 
traditions, taboos, habits, etc.

Methodology-oriented; procedural, 
systematic, analytical, logical, 
practical, by-the-numbers

Attitudinal/behavioral-oriented; 
fluid, dynamic, and nonlinear; highly 
charged; combustible; many trigger 
points

Lesson Three

12



Both the yin and yang of merger integration are critically 
important, yet they influence deal success/failure in quite 
different ways.

But back to the question:  Which is more important—project 
management or people management?  Is one more crucial to the 
success of your integration strategy?  

Yes.  It’s yin, my friend.  

That’s because people make the decisions, drive the action, 
and create the drama.  Your deal succeeds or fails based on the 
behavior of human beings.  Without people, nothing happens.

Merger project management is about methodology, the systematic 
process needed for adressing the complexities of integration.  
It’s a critical success factor because it provides structure, focus, 
and discipline.  But in and of itself, project management has no 
energy.  It comes to life only in human behavior.

Let me boil this down and speak from experience:  Weak 
project management creates dangerous risks, but weak people 
management really gets your butt in trouble.   

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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I

Four Common Approaches 
to Merger Integration
That You Should Avoid

’ve been thinking.  We need a more colorful 
classification system for how companies go about 
the merger integration process.  You know, a new 

nomenclature.  So I sat down and did some reflection.  

Going through my memory bank, I pulled up some 
of the most common patterns I’ve seen as companies 
are acquired and merged.  Since so many deals go bad 
due to a mangled integration, I decided to start by 
categorizing the dysfunctional approaches.  Here, in 
no particular order, are my top four.

15



“HAIR ON FIRE”
This is a fire-fighting approach to merger integration where management, 
reacting to the tyranny of the urgent, lurches from crisis to crisis.  For 
lack of planning and discipline, impulse rules.  Priorities are constantly 
changing, resources are poorly allocated, and people lose their bearings.  
This produces a lot of wasted motion and unnecessary stress.  The 
integration process becomes a high-strung, confusing drill that keeps 
the organization off balance as management continually responds to 
the last pressure point.

“U.S. DEPARTMENT OF INTEGRATION”
Bureaucratic organizations embrace a “big government” approach to 
integration.  They’re slow-moving, territorial, and procedure-oriented, 
putting undue faith in the myriad merger rules they’ve concocted to 
regulate the situation.  Executives justify this approach on the grounds 
that it’s prudent…that it reduces risk.  But their preoccupation with 
process results in a sluggish integration that actually increases the odds 
of failure.  Execution suffers as managers grind along according to their 
precious rules and politics, sacrificing all-important speed and flexibility 
on the altar of the bureaucratic cookbook.

“CY TWOMBLY STYLE”
If you don’t recognize the name, well, Cy is a famous abstract artist 
whose paintings sell in the $70 million range.

Look him up online!  You’ll pay dearly for Cy’s scribbles, scrawls, and 
splatters in the world of high-falutin’ art.  If your integration plan looks 
like something he conceived, you’ll pay dearly in the high-flying world 
of M&A.  Get the idea?  Cy Twombly art is random…disorganized and 
haphazard…improvised, erratic, and unfathomable in “logic.”  Smaller 
companies, in particular, are famous for merging in an incoherent style 
that resembles Cy’s technique.  And trust me, it gets expensive.

Lesson Four
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Invariably, an acquirer’s corporate culture will influence 
the way it goes about the integration process.  That’s 
understandable but treacherous, because it can produce 
dysfunctional approaches like these.  M&A success 
often will depend on management’s willingness to defy 
the existing culture, choosing instead to adhere to key 
principles for effective merger integration. 

“THE 180”
This is the switchback.  It’s a pattern that shows up when executives 
buy a company and announce to the world that it will remain a stand-
alone acquisition. But after grappling with reality for some months, 
they realize that their laissez-faire intentions were ill-conceived:  
Alas, the companies should be integrated.  Why the change of heart?  
Maybe it was flawed due diligence, or the loss of key talent, or a nasty 
drop-off in business.  Whatever the cause, “the 180˚” reversal by the 
acquirer produces a whiplash effect, a destabilization more traumatic 
than routine integration would have caused.  People cry foul and feel 
doubly resentful toward top management for reneging on its promises.  
Truth is, delayed integration means people have to deal with a double 
whammy.  And that threatens the chances for merger success.

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Aman walks into a bar and says, “Give me 
a beer before problems start!”  He downs 
it and orders another, saying, “Give me a 

beer before problems start!”  The bartender looks 
confused.  This goes on for a while and after the 
fifth beer, the bartender—now totally perplexed—
asks the man, “When are you going to pay for these 
beers?”  The man says, “Ah, now the problems start.”

The Argument 
Against Delayed 
Integration

19



Of course, the trouble began with the first beer.  It was 
just a lot bigger problem by beer number five.

The joke reminds me of acquirers who buy a company 
but persuade themselves that it’s best to hold off for 
a year or two before integrating it into their existing 
operations.  The argument usually goes something 
like this:  “We don’t want to rock the boat.”...”We 
want things to settle down before starting any 
consolidation.”...“It’s best to wait a while and give 
ourselves time to do this right.”

Sound good?  Ah, now the problems start.

Integration almost always gets messier when it’s 
delayed.  Furthermore, productivity and profitability 
typically suffer until the consolidation is over and 
done.

Waiting to integrate is sort of like delaying surgery—
it doesn’t eliminate the dread.  Sure, there’s less 
immediate pain, but people have to deal with 
uncertainty for a much longer period of time.  So 
problems fester, and the fear of change is like a low-
grade fever that weakens operating effectiveness.

If you plan to integrate at some point in time, you probably shouldn’t 
procrastinate.  As Larry the Cable Guy says, “Git’r done!”  Then 
people can get over it and get on with business.

Lesson Five

20
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BRADFORD D. SMART, Ph.D.
Point of View—

Spoken of as “The World’s Foremost Expert on 
Hiring,” Brad is a prolific author, speaker, and 
consultant with an A-list clientele.  His landmark 
book, Topgrading—a Wall Street Journal and 
New York Times bestseller—has been Amazon’s 
#1 selling book on selection interviewing.



‘‘
Brad assesses executive teams in acquired 
companies, giving M&A clients an outside, 
professional opinion on who should stay, who 
should go, and how best to position the people 
they keep. 

He says, “Due diligence should look hardest at 
who’s running the show.  Your most piercing 
analysis should focus on the top people.”

“Sure, the target 
company’s financials are 
fundamentally important, 
and most acquirers look at 
that first.  But you have to 
get behind the numbers, 
because numbers can 
be misleading.  A very 
promising deal might be 
hidden by bad financials 

that are caused by lousy leaders.  Likewise, a 
company with good-looking numbers might 
actually be at great risk because of some key 
executives’ shortcomings.”

Brad explains, “The target company’s executive 
team owns all of the due diligence data.  It’s 
theirs—they’re accountable.  The best way to 
make sense of that data is to look at it through 
the lens of incumbent leaders’ talents and 
potential.  It’s hard to accurately interpret due 
diligence information without keen insights into 
who produced those conditions.”

“Due diligence should look 

hardest at who’s running 

the show.  Your most 

piercing analysis should 

focus on the top people.”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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PART 2:

MANAGING
EXPECTATIONS

There’s nothing I’m afraid of

like scared people.”

—Rober t Frost,  A Hundred Collars
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So the deal closes.  It’s “Day 1.”  Are 
you ready for one of management’s big 
moments?

First impressions tend to be lasting impressions, 
and this highlights the importance of opening 
moves.  Your initial actions make a defining 
statement about the forthcoming integration 
process and management intent.  

The Power of 
“Opening Moves”

27



Up until this point, people will have been interested 
in what management has said about the deal, but they 
believe what they see.  Talk is cheap—the reality lies 
in what actually begins to happen before people’s eyes.

So how can you seize the moment and use this pivotal opportunity 
for maximum effect?  Follow these seven guidelines and your 
opening moves will serve as a launch pad for successful integration.

To begin with, your opening moves should be born out of 
strategic calculation—careful deliberation—with deep 
respect for the broad impact of these first steps.  Don’t move 
on impulse or opt for easy actions that simply represent the 
line of least resistance.

Opening moves should come as clear notes, like a trumpet 
signaling a call to action.  Don’t be hesitant, vague, or 
equivocal.  Done right, your moves will serve as a rallying cry 
that energizes people and creates alignment. 

Make your opening moves quickly.  Execute with a true sense 
of urgency.  People won’t respond well to a leadership vacuum 
or corporate inertia. 

•

•

•

Lesson Six
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How you begin the integration process carries heavy influence over 

how you’ll finish.

Aim your opening moves toward the topmost priorities.  
Use these first steps to define for people what matters most 
at this particular point in time.

Opening moves should provide hard evidence of top 
management’s intent.  As such, these moves should 
be purposeful and of true substance, not random or 
inconsequential.  Neither should they send mixed messages 
to the organization.

Design your opening moves to shape culture in the desired 
direction.  This is your first shot at laying out what the go-
forward cultural boundaries will be.  So don’t squander the 
opportunity or confuse people regarding how the cultural 
imperatives are about to change.

Finally, carry out your opening moves with conviction.  
Kick into gear with authority and determination.

•

•

•

•

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Some time ago Harvard Business Review reported a 
study regarding how mergers impact people in the 
workforce.  The research, involving almost 1,000 

senior and middle managers, found that 90% of them were 
psychologically unprepared for the changes in status and 
organizational structure they would encounter following 
their mergers.

If you’ve got a deal in the works, take a hard look at your 
organization.  If nine out of ten managers are short on 
psychological readiness, consider these three questions:

Uh-Oh.
Your Managers
Aren’t Ready 
for This!

How might that damage your integration process?  

What impact could it have on employee engagement?  

To what extent will it put your merger at risk?

1.

2.

3.

31



Lesson Seven

You can’t take the psychological shockwaves out of merger 
integration.  But you certainly can “immunize” managers 
and employees against much of the stress.  

Step one is to educate people, management in particular, 
on what to expect in terms of merger dynamics.  They 
need to understand that they’ll experience a sharp uptick in 
ambiguity and uncertainty, a drop in the trust level, and a 
preoccupation with personal concerns.  These three forces 
carry a punch and can knock managers off balance.

Step two involves predicting the generic organizational 
problems triggered during integration—e.g., communication 
issues, power struggles, slippage in productivity, sagging 
morale, weakening team play, and turnover.  Let managers 
know what’s coming.

Step three consists of spelling out specifically what you want 
from people or how you need for them to behave.  Don’t 
assume they’ll figure it out on their own.

Step four is constant, honest, well-crafted communication 
that details the integration time line and keeps people 
apprised of where they are in the overall integration scenario.

The time and money you spend on merger-specific training, 
coaching, and communication will produce a remarkable 
return on investment.

And the sooner you get on with it, the better.

32
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Daniel Kahneman is the shrink.  Funny 
thing is, he won the Nobel not in 
psychology, but in economic sciences.

People describe Dr. Kahneman  as “One of the 
greatest psychologists and deepest thinkers of our 
time”…”An intellectual giant”…”Among the most 
influential psychologists in history and certainly 
the most important psychologist alive today.”  

His book, Thinking Fast and Slow, is a bestseller.  
And it’s worth your thirty bucks. Scattered 
through the 500 pages you’ll find big surprises 
about you.  Many of these insights also will help 
you understand why people act the way they do 
during merger integration.

Integration Lesson 
from a Nobel Prize-
Winning Psychologist

35



Here’s an example from the book, in my words:  
Employees are lots more troubled by what they 
might lose in a merger than excited by what they 
might gain due to the deal.  

Kahneman says it this way:  

He adds, “You can measure the extent of your aversion to losses 
by asking yourself a question:  What is the smallest gain that I 
need to balance an equal chance to lose $100?  For many people 
the answer is about $200, twice as much as the loss.  The ‘loss 
aversion ratio’ has been estimated in several experiments and is 
usually in the range of 1.5 to 2.5.”

To put this conversationally, people normally weigh losses 
about twice as heavily as gains.  So that’s what you’re dealing 
with during merger integration.  Folks are focused on the 
potential downside—i.e., how their careers might get damaged.  
Opportunities must be very bright and shiny, say twice as good 
as the risk of losing, for people to be upbeat and excited.

This helps explain why selling the merger to your work force 
is a pretty tough job.  You need powerful communications to 
pull it off successfully.

“When directly compared or 

weighed against each other, 

losses loom larger than gains.”

Lesson E ight
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Craig is a speaker, writer, strategist, and above all, one 
of the most talented communicators I’ve ever known.  
His firm, Pathway Communications, specializes in 
brand building and messaging strategy.  The author 
of three books and an absolutely killer blog, Craig 
truly is a master of the game.

CRAIG POSTONS
Point of View—



‘‘

Craig has a broad perspective, having worked 
M&A from the inside of companies and 
also having consulted on deals from the 
outside.  He knows the integration landscape 
and has a keen understanding of its unique 
challenges.

He states, “Want to know my #1 piece of 
advice to top executives and integration 
managers?  You must over-communicate.  
There’s no such thing as too much 
communication.  You’ll become tired of your 
messaging long before your audience does.”

“The executives will say, ‘We’ve told them 
that…I’m tired of saying that…Can’t we 
say something else?’  And I’ll say, ‘No.  No!  
Your audience needs to hear it over and over 

and over again.’”

He notes that there’s a 
reason politicians have a 
stump speech with very 
few key points they keep 
trotting out to the public.  
And their handlers keep 
them on script, making 
sure they stay on message.

Craig pushes clients to resist the temptation 
to change the message, explaining that 
it’s caused by their own personal “message 
fatigue.”  He says, “It’s not fatigue from your 
audience’s standpoint.”

“There’s no such thing as 

too much communication.  

You’ll become tired of your 

messaging long before your 

audience does.”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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I ’d bet a lot of money you’ve never 
heard of a guy named Robert Valentine 
Braddock.  He’s a hit man who hangs out 

in Tennessee, and he has a killer reputation!

Note to Execs
Announcing a Merger:
Take Some Advice
from a Hit Man!
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Bobby is the only living songwriter who’s had at least one song 
reach the top of Billboard’s country chart in every decade for five 
decades running.  He has written some thirteen #1 hits, and was 
inducted as the youngest living member of the Songwriters Hall 
of Fame in 1981.

Country artist Toby Keith recorded the biggest hit of his career 
with the Braddock song that I want you to keep in mind.  It’s not 
about mergers.  But the words to the chorus should be tattooed 
onto the brain of executives.  Maybe then they’d remember the 
song when talking to their employees about being acquired and 
merged.

Now to be clear, Bobby Braddock’s fame is in the world of 
country music.  His hits are songs, and they have made him a 
living legend on Music Row in Nashville.

Bobby’s lyrics describe precisely what employees want their boss 
to talk about.  The words go like this:

“I wanna talk about me

Wanna talk about I

Wanna talk about number one

Oh my me my.”

Lesson Nine
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Instead, top management is typically preoccupied with trying to 
sell the work force on the wonderfulness of the deal.  They talk 
and talk and talk.  The employees may listen, but really what 
they’re dying to hear is how they’ll personally be affected by the 
merger.  They want to know, “Will I still have a job?  Who will I 
report to?  What will happen to my pay and benefits?” and so on.

“I Wanna Talk About Me” was #1 on the charts for five weeks 
back in 2001.  And no question about it—the “me issues” will 
be #1 in the minds of your people when they’re being acquired 
and merged.

That’s what you should talk about if you want to be a hit with 
your people.

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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The next time you see or read about a top 
executive announcing a merger/acquisition, 
pay close attention.  I’m betting the boss 

mismanages expectations by making at least one of 
these five common but wrong-headed remarks.

5 Things You
Should Never Say in
Announcing the Deal

45



Why wouldn’t you?  During a merger or acquisition, people are primed 
for change.  They expect it.  So you should use this window of opportunity 
to make needed changes.  No company is perfect.  Take advantage of the 
situation and seize the opportunity to make improvements.  Besides, over 
the weeks and months to come, something is bound to change.  It may have 
nothing at all to do with the merger per se, but that doesn’t matter—the 
merger will be the convenient whipping boy.  With the merger in the 
forefront of people’s minds, that’s where they’ll lay the blame.

Actually, the term “merger of equals” is a technical term used in M&A to 
indicate, for example, that the deal qualifies for a specific tax treatment.  
But the phrase gets misinterpreted.  Employees decode it to mean that 
both companies will be treated as equals so far as integration decisions are 
concerned.  What’s worse, executives often misuse the term in attempting 
to assure people that neither company will dominate the other.   Even if 
that’s the political intent of top management, it’s an impossible dream.  
Power is never perfectly balanced, so one of the two companies invariably 
will be a “little more equal” than the other.

Hey, it won’t happen.  It never happens.  It’s an idealistic statement and 
you simply will not be able to deliver on it.  Frankly, I can’t even imagine 
how you would go about accomplishing this.  You might be genuine in 
your intent, but the people who are employed in those two worlds will 
never be persuaded that the best truly was chosen.

1. “We don’t anticipate
    making any changes.”

2. “This is a merger of equals.”

3. “We plan to take the 
    best of both worlds.”

Lesson Ten
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No way.  At the very least, being acquired or merged changes things 
psychologically.  It affects people’s perceptions, their career outlook, as 
well as corporate politics.  It is, well, an unusual business interlude, a 
unique passage in the life of the business.  So why do executives make this 
tired remark?  Sometimes they naively believe it to be true…sometimes 
they want to de-stress the troops…sometimes they mainly just want to 
keep people focused and productive.  But even if you intend to leave 
an acquisition as a stand-alone operation, it simply won’t be the same 
as it was before.  Better for management to acknowledge that and, as 
mentioned in #1 above, proceed to make some worthy changes.

Perhaps so.  But people will focus on the differences.  Being human, 
they’ll aim their attention toward those cultural flashpoints where the 
two companies’ behaviors and beliefs don’t align.  They’ll grit their teeth 
as they deal with inevitable differences in their corporate personalities, 
resenting how management made false promises about cultural 
compatibility.  So rather than rah-rahing about how much the two firms 
are alike, executives should predict some cultural friction and emphasize 
the need to work together effectively in spite of that.

4. “It will continue to be
    business as usual.”

5. “The cultures of our two companies   
    are very similar.”

Just because a comment is well-intentioned doesn’t mean 
that it works.  So avoid these five phrases if you want to 
reduce employee cynicism and prevent top management 
from being accused of reneging on its promises.

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Why are top executives so prone to screw up in 
announcing mergers to their people?

You see it all the time—a top-ranking officer takes the 
microphone to announce a deal, smiles confidently, then 
pushes the cheerleader needle into the red zone.  What 
follows is restricted to good news, over-promotion, and 
merger “happy talk.” 

Trust me, it disgusts your people.

Sugar-Coated Merger 
Announcements Leave
 a Sour After-Taste
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Now, sure, the head honchos should legitimately put 
a positive spin on the merger story.  Leaders need to 
be upbeat…they should seek to reassure the work 
force.  But far too often these initial comments are 
so one-sided that they mainly trigger cynicism and 
damage management’s credibility.

Don’t forget, you’re dealing with adults.  They prefer 
truth over dubious promises.  They’re irked by an 
unrealistic positive slant.  Since you’ll be talking into 
a headwind of skepticism, a Pollyanna pitch is mainly 
just going to stoke the fires of employee distrust.

Here’s the 4-step sequence that works best:

Bottom line, you need to man up.  

Fight the impulse to sugarcoat the story.  Give people the good, the bad, 
and the ugly. They want it.  They can handle it.  And instead of coming 
across like some smoke-blowing politician, you’ll position yourself as a 
credible leader.

Persuade your people with the logic behind the deal.  (Sell the 
rationale, using compelling facts and personal conviction.)

Promise change.  (You can deliver on that.)

Predict problems.  (M&A invariably gives rise to some generic 
“growing pains,” so you should prophecy as much.)

Paint a hopeful picture of the future.  (This will be most believeable 
when presented in the context of the preceding reality.)

•

•

•

•

Lesson E leven
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Beware of the integration do-gooders. 

Chances are you have a few of these people scattered 
across the management ranks.  I’m talking about soft-
hearted managers, the misguided souls who seem to 
think you can run an effective integration without 
upsetting anyone.  These are the folks who would 
sacrifice integration success in order not to disturb the 
organizational peace. 

7 Secrets for a 
Kinder, Gentler 
Merger

53



They’re nice people and generally well-intentioned.  But 
here’s the irony:  Theirs is the cruelest approach.

Merging two companies works best when you show deep 
respect for certain ground rules.  When I say “works best,” 
I mean these ground rules represent the most caring and 
benevolent way of dealing with employees, just as they 
offer the most promising route to merger success.

Real quickly, here are the “7 secrets:”

Promise change.  Don’t seek to reassure people 
by insisting that it will continue to be business as 
usual.  That’s BS, even if you believe it to be true.

Make the tough decisions.  And do it asap.

Speak the truth.  Level with people.  Pour it 
straight and undiluted, 86 proof.  Let them know 
what’s coming.

Integrate rapidly.  Get it done!  Seriously, you need 
to think of this as organizational surgery—get in, 
get out, stitch it back up and let the healing begin.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Lesson Twelve
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Go looking for bad news.  Instead of looking for 
proof that things are working, search for evidence 
of problems.  That positions you to fix them.

Fire troublemakers.  Make alumni out of a few 
people.  Get them out of their misery, and then 
watch how other people get on board.

Lead, for Pete’s sake.  Set clear direction, specify 
priorities, be decisive and drive hard.  Do what 
needs to be done, and don’t try to win some 
popularity contest.

5.

6.

7.

Doesn’t sound kinder and gentler, does it?  That’s why so 
many executives screw up the integration process—this 
approach hits them as too hard-boiled, so they give in to 
the do-gooder influence.

And that’s when integration actually becomes the most 
painful for people.

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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MARSHALL GOLDSMITH, Ph.D.
Point of View—

Marshall—named “The World’s #1 Executive 
Coach” and “The World’s #1 Leadership Thinker”—
has worked with CEOs of some 150 companies.  He’s 
the author/editor of 36 books, which have sold over 
2,000,000 copies, been translated into 32 languages, 
and become listed bestsellers in 12 countries.  He has 
over 775,000 followers on LinkedIn and his videos 
have over 2,000,000 views on YouTube.



‘‘
Goldsmith’s easy smile and relaxed manner 
are disarming.

But underneath that warm demeanor there’s 
a tough-minded businessman who’s very 
direct, pragmatic, and wise.  He’s coached 
top executives through many deals and, in 
critiquing companies’ integration practices, he 
pulls no punches.

He says, “Ordinarily mergers result in surplus 
personnel—often you have two of everything.  
Just get rid of the people you need to get rid 
of.  Fast.  Almost always some people are 

going to lose here, and 
they’re not going to be 
happy.  They’ll sabotage 
the deal—screw things 
up—trying to change 
the strategy so they 
don’t lose.  You can’t 
blame them for that, 
it’s just human nature.  
Why wouldn’t they?” 

Goldsmith adds, 
“Recognize who’s going to lose and get rid of 
them right at the beginning.   You’ll be better 
off.  Even if you’re not certain it’s the right 
decision, just make a decision.  Too often 
companies wait to see how people adapt, and 
this sets up warfare.”

“Recognize who’s going to 

lose and get rid of them 

right at the beginning.  Too 

often companies wait to see 

how people adapt, and this 

sets up warfare.”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Sometimes the most difficult 

thing is to be able to see the 

most obvious thing!”

—Mehmet Murat i ldan,
   Turk ish Play writght & Novel ist

PART 3:

THE NATURE
OF ORDINARY
HUMAN 
BEINGS
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W hich do you believe is harder for people—
dealing with uncertainty, or adapting to 
change?

Mergers confront people with both challenges.  But 
uncertainty arrives first, and it triggers problems well 
before actual integration begins.

When people realize that their company is in play, they 
react, behaving in ways intended to protect themselves.  
As playwright John Dryden wrote, “Self-preservation 
is Nature’s oldest law.”

Uncertainty:
The Petri Dish for 
Integration Problems

61
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The period between announcement and close is a hotbed of 
uncertainty where trouble breeds rapidly.  In fact, it’s where 
most merger integration problems are born.  That’s why 
proactive merger management needs to start immediately 
upon announcement of the deal.

Begin with a pre-change program that counters the side effects 
of uncertainty.  Otherwise, problems get a head start and can 
do heavy damage before the deal closes and Day 1 arrives.

Lesson Thir teen

Since the instinctive response to ambiguity and 
uncertainty is caution, you’ll see people pull 
back, feel stressed, and become distracted as 
they focus on looking out for their own best 
interests.  This defensive stance runs counter to 
the organization’s interests:

Initiative gives way to inertia.

Productivity drops.

Resistance takes root.

The organization begins to drift.

•

•

•

•
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Employees find lots to gripe about when 
they’re being acquired and merged.  
Looking back across my four decades 

of consulting on M&A, though, one complaint 
stands out clearly as people’s #1 gripe.  

The Most Common 
Complaint During
Merger Integration

65



It goes like this:  “Why don’t they move faster?  Why is the 
integration taking so long?”

I honestly cannot think of a single client I’ve worked with 
where the integration proceeded too rapidly to suit people 
in general.  Fast they can live with, but across the board, 
people hate slow.  

Merger integration is sort of like taking your family on 
a road trip, where the kids are hounding you constantly 
with the question, “Are we there yet?”  And the longer the 
drive, the more the mood sours.  People want you to wrap 
it up!  They’re aching for it to be over and done.  

Now that I think about it, I can’t recall ever urging a 
client to slow down the integration process.  Maybe I did 
somewhere along the way.  But ordinarily I’m pushing 
to accelerate things—not merely because the work force 
prefers fast integration, but because speed is a major 
contributor to merger success. 

Lesson Fourteen
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This brings us to the question:  What is “fast?”

The word “fast” is a relative term.  A company that routinely 
moves at a slogging pace can speed up and still be much too 
sluggish in its integration process.  I’ve often seen this in old-line 
bureaucratic businesses like banking, insurance, and utilities.

By contrast, hotshot entrepreneurial firms, startups, and 
aggressively sales-oriented companies commonly have a high 
corporate metabolism.  Their normal cruising speed is far better 
suited to the pace needed for merger integration.  But even those 
outfits may need a faster cadence to manage the integration 
process most effectively.

M&A is a fast-growth game, and fast growth calls for fast 
management.  Sure, rapid integration may feel reckless to you.  
But a deliberate, overly cautious approach is more dangerous.  As 
Mario Andretti said, “If everything seems under control, you’re 
just not going fast enough.”

Trust me.  You can integrate faster than you think you can. 

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Linda heads up Organizational Effectiveness for
Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN), an
acquisition-minded healthcare system in 
Pennsylvania.  Her bachelors and masters degrees 
in nursing, plus deep experience in OD and 
change management, position her to be a driving 
force in the firm’s integration projects.  She has a 
keen understanding of the M&A rodeo.

LINDA DREXINGER DURISHIN
Point of View—



‘‘
LVHN has done three deals in the past 
three years.  Ask Linda to name the 
most important ground rule in merger 
integration, and she doesn’t hesitate.  
“Speed,” she says.  “You need to skate 
fast over thin ice.”

Linda explains how accelerating 
the integration process minimizes 
resistance and bureaucratic drag:  
“Acquired companies expect change.  
You have a unique window of 
opportunity for consolidation, but it 
soon closes.  Carpe diem!“

She points out that 
people who are acquired 
want closure.  ”They 
want to get beyond 
the uncertainty.  A 
plodding integration 
adds unnecessary stress, 
prolongs the misery, 
and actually increases 
the odds of losing the 
best talent.”

In a similar vein, Linda has seen the 
risks involved in delaying integration 
for a year or two.  “Waiting only 
complicates things,” she says.  “And too 
often it causes the deal to lose value.”

“Acquired companies expect 

change.  You have a unique 

window of opportunity for 

consolidation, but it soon 

closes.  Carpe Diem!”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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A cquiring and merging a company is like hiring en 
masse.  You spend a ton of money on the deal, and 
your payroll immediately explodes because of this 

huge new batch of employees.

But these people didn’t come looking for a job with your firm.  

You need a well-crafted onboarding program to protect your 
investment.  However, most acquirers’ assimilation efforts 
are too late, too little, and too poorly executed.  This is a 
major failure in risk management.

Where
“Change Management”
Usually Fails Miserably
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A benchmark report on best practices found that 86 percent of some 800 
organizations surveyed globally agree that it takes as much as six months 
for new employees to make a solid decision to stay.  But 61 percent of those 
same organizations either (a) provide no formal onboarding program or (b) 
end their program within just one month.

That’s just asking for trouble.  Acquired personnel can’t blend in culturally, 
develop a sense of belonging, and get comfortable with new work practices 
in a month or less.

Of course, practically all acquirers perform at least a few basic onboarding 
tasks.  But often the acquired workforce receives little beyond a Day 1 data 
dump and a pile of paperwork to fill out.

The best “change management program” you can implement is an extended, 
broad-guaged onboarding effort.  Design it to transition and assimilate 
people into meaningful citizenship, cultural alignment, and operating 
effectiveness in the new organizational scheme of things.  There are three 
key aspects to such strategic onboarding:

Administrative tasks are the quickest, easiest, and most common 
aspects.  They include basics such as personnel paperwork and 
equipping people with the gear needed to do their jobs.

•

Managerial tasks are harder plus more behavioral and ambiguous—
e.g., defining newcomers’ work roles and performance expectations, 
familiarization with company processes/practices, and helping 
people get up to speed on the job.  

Finally, and by far the most complex, are socialization and cultural 
alignment tasks.  Socialization tactics might include orientation 
sessions, a buddy system, mentoring, mixers, or training on 
organizational change, all shaped to help people merge into new 
work groups.  People also should be given a cultural sense of the 
parent firm’s history, values, norms, and operating style.

•

•

Lesson Fif teen
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Administrative Tasks

Orientation

Managerial Tasks

Map out the overall design and general timetable for your strategic 
onboarding program well in advance.  The following four-stage model 
depicts the focus of work along a typical integration pathway.

A powerful onboarding program accelerates the integration process and 
protects the value of your deal.  The payoff shows up in retention of talent, 
rapid engagement, increased productivity, and cultural alignment.

That’s superb risk management.

Select Onboarding
Team Leader

Develop/Fine-tune
Onboarding Roadmap

Initiate Pre-boarding Activities

Socialization Tasks

Acculturation Tasks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ANNOUNCEMENT
TO CLOSE

DAY 1 MONTH 1 MONTHS 2-6

•

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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C

Why Social Media Is
So Dangerous During
Merger Integration

ommunication problems have consistently ranked #1 
on the list of generic problems during integration.  But 
they’ve hit a far higher threat level now because of 

today’s communication technology.

With email, Twitter, Facebook, and such, it’s like every 
employee runs a broadcasting station.  The speed, reach, and 
sheer volume of information circulating from the people in 
your work force eclipses what was possible just a few years ago.  

This has serious implications for an M&A scenario.
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We know that when change hits, the first scan is for danger.  
This is just human nature…the survival instinct at work.  
So when a deal is announced, people instantly scan for 
how it might be threatening to their careers.  This creates 
a mindset colored by uncertainty, distrust, and often 
anger.  What employees see and hear is perceived through 
this negative filter, and their concerns can be shared at 
e-speed with others anywhere on the planet.  Change 
always throws off sparks, so the critics and worried souls 
can easily find troubling issues to chatter about.

Meanwhile, of course, top management tries to highlight 
the positives of the deal.  But as the old saying goes, “Bad 
news travels faster than good news.”  It’s far more viral.  
The new social media can rapidly produce a damaging 
“rubber-necker effect” as emails, tweets, and Facebook 
postings spread this contagion of morbid curiosity.

The big risk lies in the fact that communication problems 
seldom remain just communication problems.  They spawn 
a host of secondary merger headaches such as employee 
resistance, loss of talent, slippages in productivity, and a 
nosedive in morale.

Lesson Sixteen
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As usual, prevention is more promising than trying to 
cure.

During the pre-close period, you need to develop a 
sophisticated, hard-hitting communication strategy that 
helps you get out in front of the situation and shape the 
merger narrative.  Controlling the story is difficult because 
invariably there are more questions than answers.  Also, 
a merger is a fast-breaking story where the “truth” keeps 
changing and is often dead on arrival.  

Just remember this adage:  “The more unpleasant the 
message, the more effort should go into communicating 
it.”  You’ll be dealing with people who are scared, cynical, 
and confused.  They will legitimately hate some of what’s 
happening.  And with the new social media they have the 
means at hand to out-communicate you.

Don’t let it happen!

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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W

Dealing With Resistance 
to Change:  Remember 
the “20-50-30 Rule.”

hat sort of pushback is predictable when 
an integration program gets under way?  
How much resistance is “reasonable”?

If you have a reliable frame of reference, you can put 
things into perspective.  Knowing what’s “normal,” 
you’ll have a better feel for how you should react to 
the particular situation facing you.  So let’s look at the 
typical scenario.

79



We’re dealing in generalities here, but the breakout 
usually goes about like this.

Some 20 percent of the people are “change-
friendly.”  They’re clear advocates who willingly 
embrace the change.  You can depend on them 
to help drive the program.

Another 50 percent of the folks sit on the fence.  
They assume a so-called neutral position, trying 
to figure out which way to lean.  They’re not 
necessarily hostile to the merger, but they’re not 
helping the integration process like they should.

The remaining 30 percent are the resisters.  
They’re antagonistic toward change and often 
deliberately try to make it fail.

•

•

•

Guess which group makes the most noise?  And who do you think 
soaks up the most management time and energy?

The resisters, of course.  Resistance is seductive stuff.  It’s hard to 
ignore.  But this is the group that gives you the least return on the 
efforts you invest.  And giving resisters your attention often just 
reinforces their problem behavior.  It’s sort of like giving media 
attention to a small band of protesters who are demonstrating.  They 
love it when they make the evening news and become even more 
determined in defending their cause.

Lesson Seventeen
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It makes more sense to spend your time trying to woo the fence-
sitters.  You have far better odds of winning them over.  You 
also should devote generous attention to the change agents, that 
20 percent who are driving the integration.  They deserve it the 
most, but ordinarily they’re taken for granted.

Romancing the resisters, to a large extent, is a distraction.  Sure, 
you can put the integration effort on hold and focus on turning 
these people around.  But how long will that take?  Can you 
actually pull it off?  And is it even essential?

Really what you’re after are hard results, rather than getting 
people to feel happy about what’s going on.  Never presume that 
you must have buy-in from everyone before you move forward.  
For a good percentage of people, buy-in will only come later—if 
at all—after the results are in which prove that the merger was 
both appropriate and successful.

You must be willing to let squeaky wheels squeak.  Save your 
grease for the quieter wheels that are actually carrying the load.

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Here’s how the familiar story unfolds...

Company A acquires or merges with Company B.  Part 
of the logic driving the deal is that, in combining the two 
firms, headcount can be reduced.  Accounting runs the 
numbers and promises annual payroll savings of, let’s say, 
$20 million.

But, of course, you can’t afford to let all those people 
go immediately.  Some of them will be needed to help 
do the heavy lifting during the integration process.  A 
few of the folks have critical skills.  Or they possess key 
information that has to be transferred to other employees 
who’ll remain.  So, in order to keep the integration from 
going off the rails, you offer a big chunk of money to 
select people, the bonus to be paid only if they help out 
for a specified period of time.

Do “Stay Bonuses” 
Really Work?
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Sounds practical.  But research shows that stay 
bonuses can produce unintended consequences.  
You could be buying behavior you don’t want.

In Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us, Daniel Pink 
offers this conclusion:  “Do rewards motivate people?  Absolutely.  
They motivate people to get rewards.”

So-called “if-then” motivators (e.g., “If you stay and help with 
the integration for five months, then the company will give you 
a $20,000 bonus.”) often reduce the depth of people’s thinking.  
These techniques tend to focus people on only what’s immediately 
before them rather that what’s off in the distance.  This myopic 
attention to short-term gains—the bonus—doesn’t guarantee good 
decision-making.  Will your bonus recipients lose sight of potentially 
devastating long-term effects of their actions?

Lesson E ighteen
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Pink goes on to list “The Seven Deadly Flaws” of using extrinsic 
motivators, the traditional carrots and sticks:

So consider whether you want to dangle those big carrots.  The research 
is very convincing:  Contingent rewards—in this case, stay bonuses—
might simply buy you trouble.

They can extinguish intrinsic motivation.

They can diminish performance.

They can crush creativity.

They can crowd out good behavior.

They can encourage cheating, shortcuts, and unethical behavior.

They can become addictive.

They can foster short-term thinking.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

7.
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Described as “The World’s #1 Professional in 
Executive Search,” Jim leads the CEO practice at 
Spencer Stuart.  In his 23 years with the firm he 
has completed more than 650 searches for CEOs, 
board directors, and other top executives.  Jim is a 
bestselling author of seven books and a LinkedIn 
Influencer with over 750,000 followers.

JIM CITRIN
Point of View—



‘‘
Jim has been close to many high-stakes deals.  
He says, “Merger integration is all about 
the people.  But the most important people-
issue centers on selection of the go-forward 
leadership team.”

Too often this turns into a horse-trading 
exercise all the way down the management 
chain.  It becomes a political, power-oriented 
process instead of an objective search for the 
finest talent.  

Jim says, “In one of 
our most incredible 
success stories on 
merger integration, 
the client set up a 
bipartisan selection 
committee that 
operated like a ‘sub-
board’ chaired by the 

acquiring firm’s Chief Strategist.  This team 
defined the criteria for each of the top twelve 
leadership positions.  Then we used the formal 
disciplines of a CEO search, evaluating each 
person in the pool of 36 candidates from the 
two companies.”

“It was a rigorous, objective, and transparent 
process.  People saw it as fair-minded and 
non-political, plus in the best interests of the 
merged organization.  Getting the right person 
into the right slot is good for everybody.”

“Merger integration is all 

about the people.  But the 

most important people-issue 

centers on the selection of the 

go-forward leadership team.”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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PART 4:

TRACKING
AND TROUBLE-
SHOOTING
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And I learned there are troubles

      of more than one kind—

Some come from ahead

      and some come from behind.”

—Dr. Seuss,
    I Had Trouble in Get ting
    to Solla Sollew

PART 4:

TRACKING
AND TROUBLE-
SHOOTING
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The Top 10
Distress Signals in
Merger Integration

obody in their right mind expects merger 
integration to be a trouble-free process.  
Simply put, combining organizations 

is a scratchy drill.  Throughout my many years 
of experience I’ve never witnessed a zero-defects 
integration.  And, in fact, trying to get it perfect 
can be one of the biggest mistakes of all. 
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So here’s the question:  How can you discern the 
“normal” problems from the warning signs that 
signal major risk?  What should scare you the most?

This checklist identifies the top ten danger signs that indicate serious trouble:

Lesson Nineteen

Key people are leaving.

You’re not hitting the numbers.

Top management is holed up in the executive bunker.

Communication starts drying up.

People are focused on internal politics and issues instead of your customers.

You’re losing clients.

There’s confusion regarding corporate strategy and direction.

The integration process is sluggish and losing momentum.

Management is scattered due to lack of alignment and a poor sense of priorities.

Competitors are closing in.

Take a hard look at your merger and make a check mark 
by the critical distress signals that are surfacing in your 
organization.  

Keep in mind, these problems feed on one another.  And 
as the saying goes, “Disaster accelerates.”  Turning around 
a troubled integration gets tough, and any three check 
marks mean your merger needs triage.  

Get help.
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The Most 
Dangerous Phase of 
Merger Integration

he journey from “deal announcement” to 
“integration complete” is a hazardous trip. 
You expect problems.  But the most treacherous 

terrain often takes executives by surprise.

INTEGRATION GEOGRAPHY
Let’s divide the integration process into three phases to 
portray the merger pathway.

Phase 1:  This phase begins when the deal closes and 
typically runs through the first two or three months of 
integration.  Sometimes the time frame is conceived 
as Day 1 through the first 100 days.  This period is 
intense, with many decisions and critical actions as 
the consolidation process is mobilized.  People are 
scrambling, on high alert.  Things are off-balance but 
moving fast.  Uncertainty spikes.  You might guess this 
to be the riskiest time, but bigger challenges lie ahead.
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Phase 2:  Moving into the second stage of integration, the cadence 
steadies out.  Execution is not as choppy and things probably 
seem more organized.  People feel like there’s more clarity and 
less pressure, presuming that they’ve gotten past the worst.  The 
organization in general calms down and relaxes a bit.  But this is 
a very deceptive state.  Frequently real trouble lurks beneath the 
surface, problems that have been simmering and which begin to 
overheat as Phase 2 unfolds.  This is Death Valley, the danger zone 
where deals most easily start to die.  Why?  I’ll explain in a moment.

Phase 3:  Assuming the unique challenges of Phase 2 are dealt with 
effectively, the integration process segues into the final work of 
consolidation.  It can take a few more months for the merger to 
reach a wrap-up point, but this final stage basically consists of nuts-
and-bolts implementation.  The threat level drops dramatically in 
Phase 3.

UNDERSTANDING DEATH VALLEY 
Now let’s revisit Phase 2 and highlight the hazards.  What makes 
this the most dangerous zone during the integration process?  I’ll 
focus on three common problems, using the words of top executives.

Executives and managers often go into a merger overrating their 
competence or discounting the difficulty of integration.  Or both.  
Management teams may skate through Phase 1, only to have 

1. “We ‘misunderestimated’ how complicated       
    merger integration would be.”
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the “problems of their solutions” smack them down in Phase 2.  
Management routinely expects the first couple of months to be the 
most difficult.  But post-merger critiques typically reveal that Phase 
2 is where the grinding work of consolidation is most draining and 
the hard ramifications of change hit home.

Merger burnout begins to manifest in Phase 2 and it introduces a 
new level of dysfunction.  Month after month of constant, heavy-
duty decision-making finally depletes management effectiveness.  
Studies repeatedly show that situations like this cause people to 
physiologically run out of juice.  They start looking for excuses 
to avoid or postpone decisions.  They begin to favor the easiest 
and safest option, which often is perceived to be sticking with the 
status quo.  There’s less willingness to compromise or make trade-
offs, as executives stiffen their positions and become more resistant.  
Particularly if Phase 1 work failed to produce a limited set of clear 
priorities, the integration starts to drag because people are not only 
weary, but also unaligned and lacking focus.

This problem doesn’t show up at first.  In the initial stage of 
team development, which naturally occurs during Phase 1 of the 
integration, executive behavior is cordial and polite.  Conflict is 
understated or avoided.  Social ambiguity is high, though, due to 
people’s guardedness and hidden agendas.  Emotions are masked, 
strong personal opinions are toned down, and there’s a reluctance 

2. “We fell victim to ‘decision fatigue.’”

3. “Our newly-formed executive team
     just couldn’t get its act together.”
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to do anything controversial.  Surface appearances 
can give the impression that the team is functioning 
reasonably well, but usually this is only a veneer.  As 
integration moves into Phase 2, executives drop their 
facades and politeness fades.  The thinly veiled issues and 
problems that were previously glossed over have to be dealt 
with, and the “nice” behavior exhibited in Phase 1 gives 
way to open disagreement, strained relations, and power 
struggles.  Nerves are on edge.  Tempers flare.  Cliques and 
alliances form.  The leader’s authority may be challenged.  
With so much energy and attention devoted to infighting, 
the team’s performance deteriorates and some executives 
seriously consider leaving.  This is the shakiest point in the 
integration process, the lowest point in Death Valley, and 
typically top management doesn’t see it coming.

This helps explain why there are so many bones in the 
merger graveyard.

Lesson Twenty
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How to Avoid a 
Productivity Drop

hen employees pick up the scent that they 
might be acquired and merged, a cloud of 
ambiguity descends over the organization.  

This fuzzes up priorities, interferes with decision-
making, and breeds inertia.
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How can you counter this business slowdown?

You’ll find good advice from Chip and Dan 
Heath in their book, Switch:  How to Change 
Things When Change is Hard.

The authors explain how important it is to provide 
crystal-clear direction for your people.  They 
write, “Ambiguity is the enemy.  Any successful 
change requires a translation of ambiguous 
goals into concrete behaviors…When you want 
someone to behave in a new way, explain the 
‘new way’ clearly.  Don’t assume the new moves 
are obvious.”

It’s not good enough to ask your team to “adapt to change” or 
“support the merger.”  Say specifically what you want them to 
do.  Make it simple and avoid generalities.  Don’t be vague...
don’t leave it open to interpretation.  Direct people—show them 
exactly where to go, how to act, what destination to pursue.  

Script the specific behaviors—the critical moves—that you’d 
want to see in a tough moment.  Spell this out for people, or 
else, as Chip and Dan write, “Inertia and decision paralysis will 
conspire to keep people doing things the old way.” 

It might look like employee resistance, but maybe it’s really a lack 
of clarity. 
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Steve is the founder and CEO of Dakota Capital, 
a private equity firm that focuses on financial 
transactions with mid-market manufacturing 
and service companies.  He is an entrepreneur at 
heart, an active investor in deals ranging across 
steel, packaging, tobacco, and other industries.

STEVE HARVEY
Point of View—



‘‘
Steve plays the leading role in due diligence 
when he does acquisitions.

He says, “It’s my strategic audit and it 
produces my plan.  When I close, I know 
where I’m going and can hit the ground 
running.”

“I’m asking myself, ‘How close am I to 
the fire?  How big is the fire?  And what 
can I do to keep from getting scorched.’  
Everything you need to know is in the 
company.  But you’ve got to ask the right 
questions, of the right people, in the right 
context.  That’s going to guide you through 
everything.”

One of his top priorities 
is to ascertain who the 
real leaders are.  These 
may not be the people 
with titles.  Steve says, 
“I’m trying to identify 
the guy everybody 

looks to, in every cell.  Who’s the true 
leader, not who’s the supervisor, but the 
person I can count on.”

During integration Steve’s #1 focus 
is to remove ambiguity.  He explains, 
“You’ve got to create certainty, even if it’s 
bad.  People can deal with bad, but not 
uncertainty.  I’m looking for the areas 
where we’ve got to remove ambiguity.”

“How close am I to the fire?  

How big is the fire?  And 

what can I do to keep from 

getting scorched?”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Sales:  The #1 
Integration Hotspot

here’s an old line that says, “If mamma 
ain’t happy, nobody’s happy.”  Adapting 
that notion to the world of M&A, I’d 

say, “If Sales ain’t happy, nobody’s happy.”  

You can screw up the integration process in 
many ways and still have a successful merger, 
but the deal fails if you foul up at merging the 
sales forces.  Sales brings money in the door.  Or 
not.  And that’s why Sales integration is the #1 
hotspot
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Mergers are always based on a financial logic, and 
that’s how they’re ultimately graded—not on a 
“morale” logic, or “culture compatibility” quotient, 
or other random metrics.  In the final analysis, 
the supreme results are about money.  If your sales 
people are churning out killer results, that alone 
can protect the deal from becoming a victim of 
most integration sins.  

Here’s the problem:  Too often companies approach 
sales force integration the same way they go about 
merging other functional areas.  It’s a dangerous 
mistake, because Sales is a different beast.

For example:

Lesson Twenty Two

108

Sales people are your direct link to the group we fondly 
refer to as customers.  And your business is totally 
dependent on this group for survival.

These customers are critical stakeholders in your M&A 
deal.  But they’re external, such that your control and 
influence are far more limited.

The Sales integration process needs to reach beyond your 
company’s boundaries and engage these stakeholders 
successfully.

Sales people are the shepherds of this process.  They 
function as the all-important “connective tissue” 
between these external stakeholders and your company.

1.

2.

3.

4.



Trouble is, once your deal is announced, it’s like duck season 
opens and your competition comes gunning.  They’re after 
your best sales people as well as your customers.

You need to get there first!

A recent survey of M&A professionals by McKinsey highlights 
the risks.  Asked which function had the greatest need for 
improvement during the integration phase, the respondents 
singled out Sales & Marketing…by a wide margin.

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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THE ELEPHANT 
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PART 5:
CULTURE:
THE ELEPHANT 
IN THE MERGER
ROOM

Culture isn’t just one aspect 

of the game.  It is the game.”

—Lou Gerstner,
    Former IBM Cha irman
    & CEO
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The Challenges of 
Culture Integration

hat if—as an individual—your genetic code 
suddenly changed by, say, 20 percent?

How different a person would you be?  If the change 
happened overnight, would you even recognize yourself 
the next morning?  What would it feel like?  How would 
you behave?
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That’s what happens when, for example, a 
4,000-person company acquires and integrates 
a 1,000-person firm.  The acquirer’s cultural 
DNA will be reconstituted as it absorbs the new 
employees.  Immediately when the deal closes, one 
out of every five people in the work force will be 
from a firm with a different genetic code.

Can anyone doubt that the immigrants will leave their cultural 
mark on the land of the parent company?

Of course, the cultural impact will be profoundly greater for 
acquired personnel.  Their cultural heritage will be dissolving into 
a gene pool that’s 400 percent larger, so what will that leave of the 
target firm’s identity?

Circumstances like these cause people to behave in peculiar and 
problematic ways.  Yet most mergers proceed without a well-
conceived strategy for culture integration.  

In a recent nationwide study conducted by PRITCHETT, only 21 
percent of the executives surveyed said their companies conduct 
a formal program specifically designed to facilitate culture 
integration or culture change when they acquire/merge other 
firms.  Nevertheless, when people talk about M&A efforts that go 
bad, more than anything else they blame culture.

Don’t play that game.  Take culture very seriously from the 
beginning, not after the fact.

Lesson Twenty Three
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John is Senior Vice President & Chief Financial 
Officer at Northwestern Memorial Healthcare in 
Chicago.  He has played key roles in a number of 
M&A scenarios, and he knows the drill.  As a CPA 
and seasoned financial executive, John’s primary 
focus is on the economic and fiduciary aspects of 
deals.  But he has a far broader perspective.

JOHN ORSINI
Point of View—



‘‘
John is a quintessential numbers guy.  But 
when asked about the key challenges of 
merger integration, he immediately turns 
toward the human side.  

“So much of it,” he says, 
“centers on cultural issues.  
Picking the right partner 
is the key.  If the teams 
have the same worldview 
regarding strategy in 
the marketplace—if you 

have that alignment at the beginning—
integration begins on the right foot.”

His second point of emphasis deals with 
the casting of people, the determination 
of who will fill the key slots in the new 
organizational chart.  

“What doesn’t work,” he stresses, “is 
the Noah’s Ark approach where both 
companies seek equal representation.  The 
best talent should be selected for each 
role.  And if that means an 80-20 split, or 
even 100-0, so be it.  An artificial 50-50 
sharing of key positions sets the whole 
structure up for suspicion, where people 
doubt management’s ability to make the 
right decisions if they can’t even pick the 
right people.”

“What doesn’t work is the 

Noah’s Ark approach where 

both companies seek equal 

representation.”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Don’t Let Your 
Corporate Culture 
Hijack Merger 
Integration

ome acquirers have a tough time following the 
fundamental rules for successful integration.  
The problem?  Their companies’ cultural DNA 

is in direct conflict with integration best practices.
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Properly executed, merger integration is a unique, 
highly specialized management drill.  But some 
companies behave like it’s business as usual.  They 
follow their habitual practices and politics as they 
tackle the integration process, just doing what comes 
naturally within their ingrained cultural norms.

I’ll paint a few scenarios to make the point:

120

Lesson Twenty Four

A bureaucratic culture favors a slow, regimented integration process 
where “carefulness” results in a tortured approach that actually 
adds risk.

An acquirer with a gunslinger management style discounts the 
need for disciplined project management.

A culture prideful of its frugality fails to allocate the management 
time or integration budget that the integration needs.

•

•

•



And why do companies make mistakes like these?

It’s because corporate culture is an overbearing beast, very protective 
of “the way we do things around here.”  Culture is a bully—intolerant 
and sometimes ruthless—yet very self-righteous and pleased with 
itself.  Naturally, this makes it very set in its ways.  Corporate culture 
is the staunch defender of an organization’s status quo, even when 
status quo behavior is dead wrong for the company.

So beware, even if you see your culture as virtuous.  Strengths carried 
to an extreme become weaknesses—you can have too much of a good 
thing.  And strengths that routinely serve your organization well can 
fail you in a merger context.

Think about it.  Can you trust your culture to call the shots, or will it 
violate the ground-rules for successful integration?

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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    for Culture 
Integration

n The Importance of Being Earnest, Oscar Wilde 
wrote, “Everything popular is wrong.”  He 
could have been talking about the conventional 

wisdom regarding culture integration in mergers and 
acquisitions.  

Nothing in the realm of M&A gets botched up 
so consistently as the blending of two companies’ 
corporate cultures.  This foul-up is rooted in naiveté 
and fueled by the popular idea that culture requires 
broad-gauged attention once a deal closes.  The naiveté 
is revealed in executives’ misconceptions regarding the 
malleability of culture.  (Actually, it’s hard as hell to 
change.)  And the popular idea is wrong because instead 
of focusing on quickly “fixing” culture differences in 
the broad sense, which isn’t feasible, top management 
should focus the organization on delivering operating 
results in spite of those differences.  That is feasible.
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Now, to produce good operating results—i.e., 
financial success—the newly merged organization 
does need executive alignment on a very few aspects 
of culture we’ll call operating protocol:

These seven cultural issues are mission-critical because they shape 
how you run the place.  They deserve attention.  And the differences 
between the two organizations should be reconciled fast by the 
executive team.

You can think of operating protocol as the “minimum effective dose” 
(MED) of cultural medicine that top management needs to swallow 
during the early months of integration.  MED is the smallest dose 
that will produce a desired outcome.  The MED not only delivers 
the most dramatic results, but it does so in the least time possible. 

Decision-making process

Spending habits

Communication practices

Reward system

Power and authority

Work habits

Organization stucture

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Lesson Twenty Five
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More is not better.  Don’t complicate!  

If you want to boil water, the MED is 212° F at standard 
air pressure.  Boiled is boiled.  If you want to get traction in 
culture integration, the MED is executive team alignment 
on operating protocol.

It’s popular these days for companies to talk big about 
culture at the outset of integration.  They create a culture 
committee or project team, conduct culture surveys, set 
up a culture-specific integration work stream, do focus 
groups, etc.  Problem is, they’re really not “focused” at all.  
They flail around, gin up unrealistic expectations in the 
work force, then gradually fizzle out, victims of cultural 
overdose.  I’ve seen it so many times it drives me nuts.  

So here’s my Rx:  Lock your top management group in 
a room and don’t let them leave until they’ve reached 
agreement on the operating protocol for NEWCO.  
Getting quick resolution on these cultural fundamentals 
is what positions you culturally for merger success.  People 
can live with some friction or confusion on other cultural 
matters.  Your greatest challenge will be resisting the 
temptation to do more.

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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Is Culture Clash
Really the Cause of Your 
Integration Problems?

orporate culture often catches the blame 
when the integration process runs into 
trouble.  But mergers produce an array of 

organizational problems that have nothing to do 
with culture conflict per se.

C
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Imagine, for instance, that your integration 
program is snarled up because of power 
struggles, turf battles, communication tangles, 
lack of teamwork, and such.  Does that signal 
cultural incompatibility?

Not necessarily.

The integration process routinely triggers this set of people problems.  
They’re generic merger challenges—very predictable—and they stem 
from the common dynamics of organizational change.  While rooted 
in social, political, and psychological issues, these problems can easily 
flare up without being fueled by even a hint of cultural tension.

But here’s the rub:  Culture clash produces many of the same 
symptoms.  

Differential diagnosis is important here, because the two merger 
ailments require quite different treatments.  

For example, the generic problems of change respond nicely to 
knowledgeable, well-orchestrated integration management.  

Hardcore culture conflict, on the other hand, is idiosyncratic and 
hard to treat.  Plus it’s far more dangerous to merger success.

Lesson Twenty Six
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The Curse of a
Strategy-Culture 
Disconnect

rganizations being acquired and merged face an 
insidious threat:  A loss of alignment between 
corporate strategy and the existing culture.  

If these two fall out of sync, you’ve got a real dilemma on 
your hands.  But the disconnect often gets disregarded 
by top management and the board of directors, even as it 
quietly undermines operating effectiveness. 
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So what causes strategy and culture to fall out of alignment?

Think of it this way:  Strategy is forward-oriented.  It’s today’s 
game plan for tomorrow.  Culture, on the other hand, is essentially 
the product of your yesterdays.  One is shaped by the future, the 
other is forged by the past.  That’s a dramatic difference and it 
has huge implications.

When companies are being acquired and merged, there usually 
is some strategy rerouting that rapidly occurs.  That’s not too 
difficult.  But culture doesn’t behave that way.  Culture fights 
being changed—that’s its nature, actually, its duty—and it’s 
damn good at the job. 

See the problem?

The big challenge for top management is to shape culture such 
that it aligns with, and supports, significant changes in your plans 
for tomorrow.  Trust me, this doesn’t just happen automatically.

Any significant shift in strategy can produce a dangerous 
misalignment.  The likely result?  An invisible, internal fight 
breaks out between strategy (shaped by your view of tomorrow) 
and culture (a legacy of the firm’s yesterdays).

Look out!  Because culture usually wins the war.  Or to put 
it another way, far too often the past fouls up your future and 
another merger goes down in flames.

Lesson Twenty Seven
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MIKE SURSOCK
Point of View—
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Mike is Managing Director, Operations Group, 
for Baring Private Equity Asia in Hong Kong.  
The firm has invested in 70+ companies since 
its inception in 1997.  Mike leads a team that 
supports investments across the firm’s portfolio 
of companies, pre- and post- investments.



‘‘

Baring Private Equity Asia is unique among 
PE firms in its intense emphasis on people 
issues when making investments.  Mike 
says, “To us, it’s all about the talent.  It’s a 
question of how capable is the CEO and 
key management, plus how fast can they 
create change.”  

He cites statistics showing that, in PE 
deals, some 70% of CEOs turn over within 
two years.  That seriously affects your cycle 
time.  If it takes you two years to develop 
a viable strategic plan, or to find the right 
CEO who can execute, you’re in trouble.  

“It’s really that simple,” he says.  “Do you 
have a plan—a real plan—that’s set against 
your thesis?  Does it have enough detail?  

Can you execute?  
You’ve got to focus.  
What two or three 
things can you do in a 
three- to five-year time 
frame?”

Actually, this mindset 
should prevail in most 
deals.  Far too many 

acquirers lose precious time (1) churning 
through a series of CEO failures and (2) 
struggling to execute because their plan is 
too vague or overly ambitious.

“To us, it’s all about the 

talent.  It’s a question of how 

capable is the CEO and key 

management, plus how fast 

can they create change.”

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 
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However beautiful the strategy, 

you should occasionally look at 

the results.”

—Winston Churchi l l ,
    former Brit ish Prime Minister

PART 6:

PARTING 
SHOTS
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Integration 
Mediocrity Can 
Rob You Blind

y brother Jim and I had a rock-and-roll 
band back in our high school and college 
days.  We won a Texas-wide talent contest, 

played across the Southwest, and actually put out a 
record that hit Billboard ’s “Top 100” at #74.
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Jim was a smashingly good guitar player who, unlike 
the rest of us in our band, went on to a successful 
music career.  Roger Miller, Barbara Mandrell, and 
Buck Owens all tried to recruit him as their bands’ 
lead guitar man.  He played Las Vegas and beyond, 
eventually ending up with United Artists in Nashville 
as a songwriter and session musician.

Regrettably, our band’s drummer, bass player, and I 
were in a very different league.  I’ll put it like this:  We 
were so bad we thought we were pretty good!

That can happen when you possess only mediocre skill 
at what you’re doing.  It brings to mind the comment 
by Peter Drucker:  “Most people think they know 
what they’re good at.  They are usually wrong.  More 
often, people know what they’re not good at—and 
even then more people are wrong than right.”

Far too many acquirers suffer from this problem.  
They believe they’re pretty good at merger integration 
even though their skill is marginal.  They’re rather 
oblivious to their shortcomings and, as a result, their 
deals bleed money from many unnecessary wounds.
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A flawed integration process can be terribly expensive, yet the 
costs of the mistakes are seldom measured by acquirers.  Nobody 
tracks the damage…nobody is held accountable.  The integration 
process just grinds along while mediocrity drains value out of the 
deal in broad daylight.

Let’s remember, M&A is the big table.  It’s a high stakes game.  
And even modest improvements in your integration process can 
make millions of dollars’ worth of difference.

Lesson s F rom 1,0 0 0 Deal s 

These companies that settle for integration mediocrity are 
plagued by:

Loss of key people

Loss of clients

Months of subpar productivity

Failure to achieve their deals’ potential

1.

4.

2.

3.
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Small Improvements
Save Big Money

his book gives you a sampling of my 
convictions forged over the past 40-odd 
years of PRITCHETT’s M&A work.  

You might disagree with me here and there.  I could 
understand that—we all can have similar experiences 
yet draw quite different conclusions.
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I hope, however, you will take to heart these 
“lessons from 1,000 deals.”  And if you happen 
to consider them too banal or rather self-evident, 
I assure you these guidelines are violated on a 
weekly basis by merging organizations.  In fact, 
I focused on these particular topics because 
mistakes here are:

Merging organizations should be able to get these things right.

And you need to, because the integration process remains 
challenging even when you adhere to these fundamentals.

So damn commonplace

Downright unnecessary

Expensive 

Guaranteed to gum up your integration

•

•

•

•

Lesson Twenty Nine
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organizational change.
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on M&A integration and (in its Third Edition) stands 
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of the all-time bestseller on mergers, The Employee 
Guide to Mergers and Acquisitions.  Since founding 
PRITCHETT in 1974, he has authored half a dozen 
million-sellers on mergers, culture, plus personal and 
organizational change.  With over 12 million of his 
30+ books and handbooks sold, many translated into 
foreign languages, he stands as one of the best-selling 
business authors in the world.

Dr. Pritchett holds B.A. and M.A. degrees in English 
from West Texas A&M University, plus a Ph.D. in 
psychology from Texas Tech University.  His current 
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MergerIntegration.com

Price Pritchett, Ph.D.—pioneering thought leader in 
merger integration strategy—brings the trained eye of 
a psychologist and four decades of heavy-duty M&A 
experience to Lessons from 1,000 Deals. 

His firm, PRITCHETT, LP, has:

Sign up for PRITCHETT’s best-in-class

Merger Integration Certification Workshop.
Attendees come from around the globe to learn our proven step-by-step 

approach for planning and executing fast, effective integrations.

800-992-5922

Specialized in post-merger integration longer than any other firm

Consulted on more than $350 billion worth of deals globally

Trained over 30,000 managers worldwide in merger integration

Sold more books on integration strategy than all other firms combined

Developed the #1 website for M&A integration best practices

•
•
•
•
•


